BOD Gives Honor Keys to Tech Leaders

The ASCIT Board of Directors, after a long stormy session lasting into the wee hours of Thursday morning, announced the recipients of Honor Keys and Certificates for service to the campus during the last year. The criteria for these awards are based somewhat vaguely: in general, they go to people who have shown a strong concern for campus-wide responsibilities, made an outstanding contribution to Tech campus undergraduate life, or performed well some important task to the benefit of the students. The time and effort candidates have invested and the quality of the result, guided the Board in leadership, responsibilities, and initiative were given special emphasis.

Key winners and their contributions are: Fred Lamb, ASCIT president and chairman of Seventy-fifth Anniversary Student Activities Committee; Joe Rhoedes, activities chairman, Coaches' Committee chair, and silas-ghost: Tim Hendrickson, ASCIT Excom chairman and chairman of 75th Twilight Huffet; Mike Moeh and J-hn: Middletich, invaluable Tech editor-in-chief; Bob Parker, Big-T editor; Martin Smith, ASCIT vice-president; Jim Pearson, Board of Control secretary; Steve Pomeroy, in charge of ASCIT Coffee-Hour; and circulator of "Research Activities in Physics." 

Eric Young, IHC chairman; Mike Garet, ASCIT Assemblies chairman; technical director. Talent Show; George Sharrum, ASCIT social chairman; and Students' Day chairman; Ben Coop, ASCIT Assemblies Little editor; Mike Pollock, circulator manager for the Tech. organizer for numerous sensibilit

BOD Gives Honor Keys to Tech Leaders

ASCIT candidates wear their best SGS's for the TECH camera. Seated, left to right: Joe Rhodes, president; Jon Huvland, IHC chairman; Eno Drath, activities chairman; Sam Logan, president; Mike Garet, activities chairman. Standing: Dan Sinema, president; Steve Lewis, ASCIT vice-president; John Huvland, IHC chairman; Eno Drath, activities chairman; Sam Logan, president; Mike Garet, activities chairman. The medal, commemorating Christy was honored for contributions, which while they are significant, are not as great as those of key winners. Certificate winners are: Terry Allen, Paul Brandon, Gary Chris- topher, John Cassians, Eric Hru- kovo, Steve Lewis, president; John Moc- cord, John Ottensmann, John O'Pray, Rich Ruhlinstein, and Greg Shuptrine.

A total of twenty were honored with keys, while seven received certificates. Twenty seniors, ten juniors, and nine sophomores merited awards. Placker House dominated with eleven awards, Rudder was second with eight, followed by Lloyd with six, Fleming with five, Duhey with four, Fage with three, and Richland with two.

Honor Certificates are given for contributions, which while they are significant, are not as great as those of key winners. Certificate winners are: Terry Allen, Paul Brandon, Gary Christopher, John Cassians, Eric Hrukovski, Will Manning, John Moc- cord, John Ottensmann, John O'Pray, Rich Ruhlinstein, and Greg Shuptrine.

UC Campuses to March on State Capital Today by Moe

In a special press conference held at the National Student Editors' Conference in Washington, D.C., last week, a group of the editors of the campus newspapers of UC Berkeley, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, and Davis announced a plan to hold a protest March on Sacramento, March 3rd, Thursday, February 9.

Honky me to blame

The purpose of the protest is to dramatize the opposition of the students and faculty of the UC system to the state government of California, the student body government of which is the worst in the country. The student body government of which is the worst in the country.

You have missed the bus

The mechanics of the march are: Woody Tsui, Tech Edcom, will arrive at the Davis campus; Thursday morning, preparations and transpor- tion to Sacramento State College campus, noon, the five-mile march to the State Capitol and the presentation of the resolution to the legislators.

Furthermore, a movement is underway to organize a state-wide California Federation of Students, which will coordinate all the students bodies of the 50 campuses of the University of California, allowing them to take similar unified action in the fu- ture. National Student Association officers are presently meeting in the interests of the vent-

Teachers also acting

Faculty members of the University of California are also partic- icipating in the response to Rea- gan's hasty actions. The Califor- (Continued on page 3)

Many Candidates Vie For ASCIT Offices

By-laws Change Allows Rhodes to Run for Prexy

In one of its most important meetings of the year, the BOD reviewed new by-laws for ASCIT offices, and discussed two proposed by-laws amendments Monday night.

The following by-laws was- proposed unanimously by the board, to be inserted in Article XVI, paragraph A, section 2, to read: "A total of twenty-five directors will be ultimately responsible for the circulation and finances of the California Tech." (See Moe's editorial).

The second proposed by-laws concerns salaries of Tech editors, and will be voted upon during the ASCIT elections. Paragraph A, section 2, reads: "Salaries of editors will be determined by the ASCIT."

The editor's of the "California Tech" shall receive a salary of three hundred dollars ($300.00).
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The three business managers, including the current one, who are all former editors, unanimously agreed that without a subsidy from ASCIT, enforced subscription, and administration, the transfer of liability to the Corporation, the Tech would fall in a very short time, leaving students dependent and severely damaging prospects for attracting advertisers, which are a major source of operating revenue. The Tech has never been able to operate consistently in the past without ASCIT backing.

Because of the necessity that ASCIT accept final liability and financial responsibility, the business manager is appointed by the board and is directly responsible to it. Traditionally, he is the final authority when finances, circulation, or legal questions are involved. Yet because of varied interpretations of the words "responsibility" and "control" in the By-laws quoted above, the current form of the By-laws is ambiguous.

To clarify this relationship, the Board has recommended the addition of a By-law stating that the Directors shall have ultimate responsibility for finances and circulation. This would formalize the current and longstanding pattern of responsibility for the business manager, while leaving matters of editorial policy entirely in the hands of the editors.

I strongly urge you to vote for the adoption of both amendments.

Fred Lamb

Simply not true--ed.

Clark Awards

Your colorful titbit-ticket containing congratulatory notes for S. Clark, Alumni Awards calls for a response. The Alumni Association in 1965 established these awards to honor its long-time secretary, Professor Donald S. Clark, and sufficient funds were subsequently contributed to the Institute to provide for these awards. The award was to be given to students in the Engineering division "in recognition of demonstrated potential and good academic performance," and without regard to other awards or grants held by the students, or to financial need. All candidates were selected by a committee of the faculty and administration, with the chairman of the Division of Engineering and Applied Science in attendance. Neither Dr. Clark nor the Alumni Association had any role in the selection.

Since our intent is to honor Dr. Clark by this award to stu­dents, we feel that we should appreciate your publishing this letter to show that he is but an insignificant participant in the decision. Neither Dr. Clark nor the Alumni Association had any role in the selection.

The reason we asked for a re­port of the matter is to inform the voters of the actual figures of the annual income of the Tech and the resulting question session at at the upcoming election.

I am the editor of the California Tech and I would like to say that, since our intent is to honor Dr. Clark by this award to students, we feel that we should appreciate your publishing this letter to show that he is but an insignificant participant in the decision. Neither Dr. Clark nor the Alumni Association had any role in the selection.
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Some regulatory laws do exist, anyone who can write a letter to a mail-order company enclosing about every day on the radio.

There are numerous accidents... in one, the owner was killed.

I... in one, the owner was killed.

The questionnaire itself will consist of four sections. The first will be a classification data -- whether the individual concerned is an off-campusrogome or an on-campus student, for example. Several questions with deal with actual usage of LSD and marijuana by the individual student. Make pot legal

Next is a series of questions concerning the attitude of the individual towards the use of these drugs, and towards the laws on their use. The final set of questions concern the use of drugs other than pot or LSD. The survey is designed to be thorough and unbiased as possible.

Don’t forget your complimentary copy of the new 1967-68 Student Directory...

MEET THE CHALLENGE OF EG & G

Exciting growth positions for Engineers & Scientists. Unlimited potential, diversified assignments, superb facilities and services in a stimulating, professional environment. Investigate EG & G now! Personal interviews here Feb. 14.


C A L I F O R N I A  T E C H
Candidates' Statements

ASCIT President

Tom D. Burton

The two most important reasons for choosing one candidate over another are the sincere qualifications of the candidates and the personal preferences of the voters. As for the athletic manager, you may think that his only task is to keep the banquet halls and hand out sweaters. After looking at the above, I feel that his main duty is that of a voting member of the board of directors that decides on policies that will affect you. During the past year I served as athletic manager of my House, and I feel that I gained valuable experience as a part of the House ExComm. I realize that the problems facing ASCIT must be of greater significance than those facing my House, but if I look at my record shows that I would be competent enough to do a good job if elected. I urge you to vote in the upcoming ASCIT election.

ASCIT Manager

Jon Haviland

As the next IHC chairman, I feel that there is a large need to be discussed at great length. This is the question of Rotation, which the present IHC has been trying to solve. I would like to hear these issues debated and discuss the possible solutions. It has been a long time coming and I believe that this is the right time to tackle this problem.

IHC Chairman

Jon Haviland

As the next IHC chairman, I feel that there is a large need to be discussed at great length. This is the question of Rotation, which the present IHC has been trying to solve. I would like to hear these issues debated and discuss the possible solutions. It has been a long time coming and I believe that this is the right time to tackle this problem.

ASCIT Manager

Larry Hunt

Besides serving as a voting member of the BOD, the athletic manager represents the student body in all matters of intercollegiate athletics and is an integral part of the entire awards program.

The holder of this office has the responsibility of being a liaison between the student body and both the Athletic Department and ASCIT. Having participated in intercollegiate sports, I feel that I am qualified to represent the student body's interests in the Athletic Department in this capacity. My participation has been in water polo and football. I am very interested in the entire intercollegiate program, and I am qualified to participate in all the intercollegiate sports.

The awards program is probably the single most time-consuming part of the job, but with the support of the Athletic Department, I believe that I can make the right decision only by seriously following every event of the campaign. I hope that after having done this, you will give me your support, so that we can encourage the vigorous and sensible representation of student body opinions on the faculty committees on which the president is member, and on the other, for the direct supervision of the work of the officers of the ASCIT.

ASCIT Secretary

Garvin Miyata

Whenever the voting public is faced with a choice of candidates for the same office, the question arises, "Which man is more qualified for the job?" I feel that I am more qualified for the position that the responsibilities of the ASCIT president.

The standard and mundane jobs of the president are the selection of the single largest and most important event of the year, the distribution of the $17,000 budget, and along with the other problems of the Athletic Department and ASCIT. As president, you will be able to make the tough decisions as to how to use the money, and what needs to be done. Therefore, I urge you to vote for me.
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ASCIT President

Joseph Rhodone
As a candidate for the office of ASCIT President I have the obligation to be honest in all of my statements and actions. This statement is candid, frank, and honest. I have no other agenda than the welfare of the student body. In finishing my term as an ASCIT Senator, I have fulfilled my duties as the chairman of the BOC to the student body. It is my duty to serve the student body.

The work of the ASCIT presi­dents is to serve the student body. As such, the ASCIT president must be aware of what the student body needs to be done for its betterment. It is the job of the president to ensure that the student body is satisfied with the work of the ASCIT. It is also the job of the president to ensure that the ASCIT board is satisfied with the work of the student body.

I believe that my experience as an ASCIT Activity Committee chairman and Coffeehouse Committee chairman will enable me to effectively preside over the BOC. I have had the opportunity to work with a wide variety of people and to learn how to work effectively as a team. My work with the YMCA has resulted in a relationship that can only be advantageous for an ASCIT president.

Now on to the main issue. How do I feel about the important issues that face the student body today? I am committed to the idea of the student body being involved in the governance of the university. I believe that the student body should have a voice in the decision-making process. I also believe that the student body should have a say in the allocation of resources.
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I believe that my experience as an ASCIT Activity Committee chairman and Coffeehouse Committee chairman will enable me to effectively preside over the BOC. I have had the opportunity to work with a wide variety of people and to learn how to work effectively as a team. My work with the YMCA has resulted in a relationship that can only be advantageous for an ASCIT president.
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ASCIT Secretary

Kevin Savage
The elections for the office of ASCIT secretary look as if it will prove the most interesting of all. Obviously all the candidates satisfy the minimal requirements for the office. But, over and above these qualifications the secretary has many duties. He must file the ASCIT Bylaws and Resolutions. He must represent the students to the BOC. He must keep you informed of all the decisions that are taken by the BOC. As well as passing on everything that happens before the BOC in the future. The secretary is responsible for the elections for the student government, and for approving the nomination procedures for the incoming class. In the past, as well, the ASCIT secretary has run a sum­mer work program for the incoming freshman class.

The duties and obligations of the secretary are great but new to me. This past year I have been a member of the Page House Ex­ecutive Committee. During this time, Page has acquired the Page House Coffeehouse. It was a great responsibility. But, even more, I was a member of the BOC. This was a great opportunity to learn about the student body and to make a significant contribu­tion to the student government.

I am looking forward to the challenge of the office of ASCIT secretary. It is a great opportunity to be able to serve the student body.
Clever Ian Talented (plays you and your ideas. In the upcoming ASCIT elections, both of these characteristics will be required to elect the best office holders. The ability of the candidates and the response of the ASCIT members at the polls February 14.

The importance of these elections cannot be overemphasized. As the country's leading technical school, Caltech can accrue no less than its most able students to lead it. This is where ability plays a vital part, for "Ability is the most necessary part of responsibility.

Different abilities are needed for all the ASCIT positions, but especially for those positions on the BOD. Members of this Board must have the ability not only to fulfill their other duties, but also to decide what is best for the future of ASCIT itself.

I feel that I can meet the last challenge, however, and perform the real requirements of the office. Not only perseverance, but also experience, desire, and, most of all, responsibility, are the keys to success.

I have had the previous experience in student government to enable me to carry out the duties of this office of rep-at-large. I had the privilege of sitting on two student councils before coming to Caltech. As for my desire, I welcome the opportunity to serve the students as their elected representatives.

Caltech is many things to many people. Athletes, social activities, and academics are all a part of the life on campus. I will do my best to see that your interests and ideas are fulfilled.

The office of representative-at-large is the only student-body office open specifically to members of the freshman class. He does, however, not represent only the freshmen. His responsibility is to make the necessary contracts with the other classes in order to present campus sentiment to the Board of Directors. This vote is just as important as that of any other member.

For that reason, he carries the same responsibility as any other member to know the attitudes and ideas of the freshmen. I feel that I can meet the requirements of responsibility to you and them.

The office of ASCIT representative-at-large is not a minor position by any means. It carries with it a number of duties. With your support in this election, I will use my experience and desire to the best of my ability to give you effective, responsible representation on the BOD.
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Rhodes’ Political Machine Grinds Onward

by Hecht

Joe Rhodes has come to be recognized as the sophomore class phenomenon. Upon appearing here, he plunged into activity in the YMCA tutoring program. He was elected ASCIT activities chairman in his frosh year. From this position he has built an organization of committees and subcommittees that accomplish a tremendous amount of work on ideas that Rhodes has developed, among these is the Caltech Coffeehouse.

Coffeehouse.

Machine politics

Originally composed almost entirely of Blacker House members, this "Rhodes machine" has been somewhat diversified now, although still quite weighted in favor of Blacker. The largest part of the activities Committee is composed of Blacker sophomores. One of them, Mike Garet, is destined to succeed Rhodes as activities chairman. For the first two terms of his frosh year he seemed just a quiet troll.

Although now involved in campus affairs, the only part he has taken in House activity was during frosh year. He was snared by Rhodes for the Activities Committee, and got him involved in the Talent Show. He is also on the Finance subcommittee. While Mike originally intended to get involved in campus affairs, he feels that Rhodes' efforts and, in particular, his organizing ability, have drawn him deeper.

Rhodes, in designing his committee structure, intended to give professionals a chance to pitch in on just about anything. He was the driving force behind the Independent Activities Committee, since he has taken an active part in those committees.

Can beer be too cold?

Maybe we shouldn’t care how cold people drink beer...just so they drink ours. (After all, we're in business!)

But we do care. We go to such fuss and expense brewing all that taste into Budweiser, we want our customers to get it all out. And this is a fact; chilling beer to near-freezing temperatures hides both taste and aroma. 40° is just right.

Steve Pomeroy is a third Blacker sophomore on the Activities Committee. He is a rather interesting character, who seems to have mellowed early in his frosh year in presenting the twin images of a superman and a super-pool player. As the House grew to know him better, however, it became clear that he studied intensively so he could have more time to play pool.

He was drafted for the Activities Committee because he seemed willing and lived near Rhodes, led to his appointment to the BOC.

One of the projects Rhodes is working on is the Coffeehouse finance committee. This earlier activity, as well as his only House activity besides the Coffeehouse, is the Caltech Student Senate. Mike Garet, a fourth Blacker sophomore, is a different case.

He met Rhodes before he came to Tech and soon became active on campus, getting involved with Totem shortly after arriving. In addition to the YMCA tutoring project run by Rhodes.

This earlier activity, as well as his project to pitch in on just about anything. He was the driving force behind the Independent Activities Committee, since he has taken an active part in those committees.

The only junior

Rich Drews, a Blacker junior, is most active on campus. Getting involved in Rhodes' activities, he has taken an active part in those committees.

He is involved in the Glee Club and directed a victory over the Interhouse Sing choir last year, his only House activity besides Interhouse building and BOC affairs. Rhodes selected him to produce the Talent Show, and let Nemzer into the Activities Committee, it remains now, although still quite weighted in favor of Blacker. The largest part of the activities Committee is composed of Blacker sophomores. One of them, Mike Garet, is destined to succeed Rhodes as activities chairman. For the first two terms of his frosh year he seemed just a quiet troll.
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Ruggers Undefeated, Down San Fernando

The Caltech rugby team extended its modest winning streak by defeating San Fernando Valley State College 113 last Saturday. Facing a very strong wind in the first half, Caltech had to battle fiercely to hold San Fernando to one try (touchdown). The spirited play of the forwards, Flemings Win In Discobolus and Dick Lipes, completely demoralized the San Fernando attack.

Mortell is a convert

With the wind at their backs in the second half, the Teckers were constantly on the offensive and won. Mick Mortell kicked a short penalty to even the score 3-3. After a good passing movement, McWilliams scored with a determined run. Robert Bellue clinched it with a 30 yd. run, beating the San Fernando fullback with a magnificent side-step to score under the goal posts. Mortell converted to make the 11-3 score final.

Matmen Beat UCR

This past week was one of the most exciting for the Caltech grapplers, with a victory last Wednesday followed by a disappointing defeat Saturday. The Caltech's string of victories was begun by wrestler of the week Steve Patterson, who had dropped 145 to 137 lbs. for this match. Really eager, Steve dominated the match and brought home a pin in the middle of the third period. Then Dick Thorsberry wrestled at 160 (the 165 and 152 weight classes were forfeited by Caltech), won a 5-1 decision in the closest match of the evening.

The next match was a contest of strategy. Joe Devinsky emerged from the first period behind Eugene Fleming of UCR 4-2. Nonetheless, Joe was master of the situation, and early in the second period he got an escape and a takedown. Going into the third period Joe had an 11-3 lead that won him a decision at the end.

At 177, Doug Mason wrestled the same man he had pinned only 4 days before. Doug went in and completely dominated the first two periods scoring 12 points in the process to win by five.

Last, but certainly not least, went the still undefeated Allen Bengal. Facing the same 260-pound monster he met Saturday (reminiscent of "Husutacks" Cal-houn) Beagle was again unable to force a pin and had to settle for a 4-4 decision.

Saturday Caltech faced Pasadena College. Although this is the first year that Pasadena College has fielded a wrestling team, it proved too tough a test for Caltech to crack.

The Caltech rugby team is looking for prospects, so anyone at all interested is urged to come.
Page and Ruddock Best in IH Track

For the third consecutive year, Page is on the road to capturing the Interhouse track and field victory. As in the past, the only competition comes from Ruddock and Fleming, but Ruddock lost almost all hopes for a first place finish when Alan Lee hurt his knee in the preliminaries. He

After the field events on Tuesday, Page barely led with 26 points, Fleming had 25, and Ruddock 21. No other House got over 10 points. Ruddock had three firsts, Greg Brewer in the long jump with 18' 10", Mike Ruth in the shot put with 41'7-1/2", and Jim Morabie in the pole vault with 12' 15". The latter is an Interhouse record, breaking the old record of 12' set in 1962. The competition in this event was very strong, the lowest placing height at 10' as opposed to 8' last year.

The battle in the high jump was also tough. A 5'4" jump was needed to place. Last year Bare's depth, placing in the top three in every event but one, that won him in Tuesday's field events.

In the 100 yds dash the contest is Bill Butterworth of Ruddock and Don Ford and Ron Gregg of Page. Jim Andrew of Ruddock took firsts in qualifying for the 220 and 330 yds. Run. Eric Jensen of Rickett's figures to take the 50 yds high hurdles and perhaps the 220 yds. intermediate hurdles. The 400 yds is a four-way race among Richard Burton of Fleming, Greg Brewer of Ruddock, and Peter Baltit and Rich Norman of Page. In the 120, either Burton or Norman gets a first. Page is favored in the relay.

Basketball action continued through midweek. The Caltech varsity team, having won by 89-59 last Wednesday, made a good showing winning by a loss to league-leading Redlands on Saturday, and then lost a heartbreaker to LaVerne 85-78.

Occidental's tight man-to-man defense really bothered the Tigers, causing the whole team to play poorly. The game started slowly, the Tigers leading by 16 at the end of the half. But then Ruddock lost in the second half to win by 39. Scrappy bulldogs

the Interhouse track and field event was very strong, the

conversion that show promise for

The battle in the high jump

The Caltech varsity tennis team opens competition against Redlands this Saturday at home. As the team is still in a state of flux, no definite lineup has been set but the following men will probably see action—Tom Buckleton, John Healy, Roger Davidheiser, Larry Brown, John Healy, Martin Frost, Greg Evans and Herb Robison.

Jim Ledbetter, Bill Ferrig and Gray Jennings round out the squad. The team is in a state of little competitive action during the week by playing a practice match with Redlands. Redlands team will probably feature Doug Verdieck, the fifth-ranking junior in Southern California, who is now enrolled as a frosh.

The frosh tennis team will travel to Redlands this Saturday with high hopes of victory, as Redlands has ridden its top frosh and we are staying with our strongest lineup.

Squad members include Pete Youns, Giles Dowdeslcker, Craig Tynan, Glenn Prestwick, Mike Sperry, Joe Pendegast, Kirk Benson, Keith Edwards, Don Putnick, Steve Holder, and Pete Zussman. The lineup will depend on ladder matches taking place during this week.

With this much depth the team should score well and in Youns and Dowdeslcker has unusual strength on top, giving Coach Lamb an optimistic attitude as to the year's chances.

Rambling Rhodes
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In the 10 years, we've served an estimated 250 million people.

The race to the moon almost seems tame to Edison.

who is racing Southern California.
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The race to keep pace, electrically, demands creative engineering of the highest order.

Edison is completing a nuclear generating plant at San Onofre, California. In fact, our staff is already making plans 25 years ahead. Order thermionics, thermoelectrics, magnetohydrodynamics, and other methods of direct conversion that show promise for tomorrow's power systems.

A job at Southern California Edison offers more excitement.
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of various ways in which we are not understood. "This is only one step in my research on stellar constitution." He also plans to try to improve his present calculations of the moon's orbit in some what crude; I would like to see them perfected."
Social Chairmanship Draws Candidates

Richard K. Drews

The job of ASCIT social chairman is a unique one. The only way to carry it out effectively is with the full cooperation of all the House social chairmen and other interested individuals. Having been a House social chairman and member of the ASCIT Activities Committee, I know the value of having a group of people working with you.

Deciding to matter how good a group you put together, nothing will happen unless you have a strong leader to kick a few butts when necessary. I'm not adverse to kicking or being kicked, but I won't stand for inactivity. I'm sure that on the Board of Directors any attitude would be one of impatience, for I dislike "little old lady" tactics. However, I will not be another than a little old lady social chair. I refuse to promise anyone that I will do any particular thing to improve the ASCIT social program. Rather, I feel that I can best fill the office by disregarding what people here say can and can't be done, and see for myself. If you check my record as House social chairman you will find a lot of hard work and whenever originality I could beg, borrow, or steal from myself or others. If you want the same type of social program that ASCIT has had since I don't know when, then don't vote for me.

Unless two-thirds of the total number of people voting want to take a chance and let me try to run a different program than has been seen before I won't take office.

If elected I want a mandate for action and a strong position on the Board. I know of no other way to do things rapidly and will accept nothing less. Please carefully consider what I have just tried to say and decide if this is what you want. It's your program.

Bill Bradley

ASCIT social chairman isn't such an important job to consider... if you don't like girls (fall elections) ... or if you don't like snow said girls (last weekend) ... or, of course, if you do like to snicker.

For an unimportant office of this sort, I think qualifications are secondary to willingness to work. Being a fresh, I'm still novelty gang-ba (my strong point). My limited experience includes: Fleming social chair­man and fresh section leader this year; and class president during my sophomore and senior years in high school.

If you have any interest in the functions of this unimportant office, or if, say, you do happen to be interested in girls and snowing name, then I would appreciate your consideration next Tuesday.

Cross Given

Subsidy For Marathon

The Athletic Department not-withstanding, Dr. Hunten­back this week has once again coordi­nated interests for student participation. Yes, Pete Cross will compete in the Boston Marathon, proclaimed the expert on India and Pakistan last Monday.

The Caltech Development Division guaranteed $200 to insure the goal; meanwhile, individual contributions will be (and already have been) made welcome. Come on, Teckers, kick in your fifty cents.

Give to Caltech

Dr. Huntenback also revealed that the generosity of the De­velopment people will not go un­recognized. As a short, "greasy but tasteful," publicizing the Caltech Development Project will ride Pete Cross' frame as he trudges the road from Boston to Hop­kington next April 19.

III Staged Acts

(Continued from page 7)

Little drama. They were me­thodical, leisurely productions of the greatest of two great method movements: the Meisnerities and the Strasburg­ians. Curwen says that Theatre West developed an eclectic ap­proach—beyond just the method. It went beyond strict methodolo­gy to pick up acting ideas from many sources, particularly from Europe.

Theatre West productions have been presented by the UCLA Theatre Group on television and on DTV. The workshop has also visited local high schools to provide exposure to legitimate theater.

More Ice House

(Continued from page 2)

follow the customary routine of containing many bad jokes and much clutter. They have made up for the jokes, however, by keeping a fresh approach for each routine. I consider this show to be about on par with the average Ice House show. It is certainly better than the January show, at any rate.